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Construction started on
new field house thanks to
Page 1 I
donation

Budget impasse takes toll on SISU
Without budget, campus
unsure about depth of cuts
BY LES MAHLER
spout, [Idly (lCopy Editor

SCA ITT SAD1’
SJSU Interim President J. Handel Evans, right, takes a quiet
moment before addressing the faculty and staff on the chang-

As SJSU opens its doors to new,
transferring and returning students
today, administrators around campus
are casting an uneasy eye toward a
"constant uncertainty," according to
SJSU’s Interim President J. Handel
Evans.
Ins speech to faculty Monday afternoon at Morris Dailey Auditorium,
Evans said higher education is in a
"period of transition ... the likes of
which have never been seen before."
He warned that the dream of accessible higher education for "everyone
with ability is in jeopardy."
Evans’ warning conies as state legislators and Gov. Pete Wilson grapple
with each other to come up with a budget. It is a stalemate that is now in its
57th day, and has left the state, and
other agencies, including the California
State University system, without a budget.
Without a budget from Sacramento, CSU and SJSU administrators are
not sure as just what kind of cuts they’ll
be facing.
So far, according to Sean Garrett,
spokesman for the governor, the only
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ing face of SJSU under the budget knife. He is being introduced
by Academic Senate Chairman James Smart on Monday.

250 classes

BY RACHEL 1ATTHER
SpArta 1W5Slall Wrila

Top story: CSU Chancellor
allocates $1.1 million to SJSU
Spartan Daiy ’lid Copy &Ilk.,

Some 250 classes that were cut last
semester have been added back into the
schedule of fall offerings.
Gambling on the passage of the proposed 40 percent increase in student
fees, and the St 16 million it would generate, California State University Chancellor Barry Munitz allocated $15 million to be used throughout the state wide system.
At SISU. the amount handed down
by the CSU is $1.1 million and was used
to restore a portion of the 600 classes
that were cut from the Fall 1992 semester.
The classes were only added recently
and were not available by the close of

Touch SISU registration on Aug. 11.
Students who want to add classes to
their tall schedule will need to pick up a
pnnted list of the available new classes
outside the cashier’s office by Wahlquist
Library South.
A tent with the list and add/drop
fonns will be set up outside the cashier’s
office. Students must then go through
the process of getting the required signature of the professor and returning
the form back to Admissions and
Records.
Besides going to the tent, students
can also get a list of open classes through
each department or go through the
Counseling Center for help and information.
The last day to drop a class is Sept
II, while the last day to add is Sept. IS.

An open and shut criA’?

Status of San Carlos
uncertain for now
BY BRIAN WACHTER
v.,.I wy stail Wool.

Main thoroughfare or open-air
pedestrian mall? The future of San
Carks Street is still undecided.
For more than 10 years the SJSU
administration under President Gail
Fullerton sought the closure of San
Carlos Street between Fourth Street
and 10th Streets. The issue should
finally be decided by the San Jose
City Council in late fall.
"We have worked hard for the
past year. There is a very constructive relationship between the city
and the university. We understand
each other’s problems and I am opti-

Is

nustic that things will go well for us,"
said Interim President I. Handel
Evans.
A tree -lined pedestnan mall and
light rail spur are envisioned by
Evans as a unifying area between
dorinitones to the south and classrooms to the north.
Some students also enjoyed the
convenience and safety of the trial
closure.
’When the street is open It
the campus in half; it’s a pal II: said
student Nicole Fanshier.
’You can get to classes easier and
there was that girl who was hit last
Sec SAN CARLOS, 1-twe 12

See STALEMATE, hie 3

Financial aid checks
issued despite cuts

returned to
curriculum
BY LES MAHLER

certainty is that Wilson’s budget calls
for a 10 percent cut, while the Senate
and Assembly are pushing a version
mandating a 6.5 percent cut in the
CSU’s budget.
CSU officials are hoping that the
lesser 6.5 percent cut comes through
instead of the one proposed by the
governor.
If the 6.5 percent cut is adopted for
the budget, the university may accept
some applications for enrollment during the spring semester, according to
Lori Stahl. SISU’s public affairs officer.
Last semester. SJSU officials, for the
first time in the school’s 135 year history, announced that there would be no
new enrollment for Spnng 1993.
But Stahl warned that if the budget
hand dealt by legislators amounts to
the 10 percent cut, the effects on campus, and throughout the sister campuses, would be felt in Spring 1993.
The scenario that is unfolding at the
flagship school of the CSU system, is
the same one being unveiled throughout the 20 -campus system as administrators statewide try to cope with less
funding from the state and the lack of a
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Long lines awaited students who showed up early Saturday
morning to pick up their financial aid checks.

Despite the unsettled state budget. SJSU disbursed 1,300 financial aid
checks to students on Saturday.
The school is utilizing university trust funds to temporarily pay off
two of the state grants until the state passes a budget. The State University Grant and the Equal Opportunity Program Grant were issued along
with the two federal grants.
The Pell Grant and the Supplementary Education Opportunity
Grant are honored by the federal government and are not affected by the
state budget. Students are receiving their full aid minus tuition fees. The
funds from the trust will remain low because of some "creative accounting," said Richard Pfaff, assistant director of Financial Aid.
The university fee is only part of the full tuition and is being deferred
until the school receives money from the state. The rest of the tuition
which ’itcholes student and facility fees is coming from the trust funds.
Most of the students who picked up their checks on Saturday
received all their grant money. About 800 students, however, did not.
Their money was not ready. For these students an emergency loan of
$250 is available. This loan is short-term and will be taken out of the sru
dents’ Pell Grant money when it arrives. It is not for tuition use.
Financial Aid is also hoping the 40 percent increase will be incoris
rated in the state budget. All financial aid packages for students were
based on the 40 percent increase. If a smaller increase passes, students
who received aid will have to pay back the difference.
"It’s screwed, but what am I going to do about it?" asked Dintitrie
Milinovich, a junior in natural science. "They’ve got me over a barrel."
Milinovich is hoping to get work study to supplement his finaihrd ut.
See FINANCIAL AID.
8

Campus services and facilities
affected by lack of available funds
BY JANE MONTER

S,rLu Isa, NO WM.

For the upcottung school year the
proposed budget for SISU is drastically affecting most campus services
and facilities. Most depart, nents are
dealing with the probkm of not having a state budget, yet they are making cuts to accommodate one.
One of the departinents affected
by the cuts is Facilities I kvekpment
and Operations. This department
takes care of general maintenance of
the grounds and upkeep of buildings. It has had to eliminate 12 positions and put a freeze on vacant
ones.
According to Mohammad Qayoumi, associate executive vice president of the department, there is a
backlog of deferred maintenance
which amounts to $22 million. The
backlog grows at a fast pace which
will make the cost of repairs even

higher.
Qayoumi has made himself a list
of pnonties in campus maintenance
which are distributed on a scale of
"must do," "should do," and "would
be nice lobe done.
"I have not made any cuts that
compromise health and safety which
area pnonty." remarked Qayoumi.
Among the effects the cuts in this
department will have on campus is
that the upkeep of the grounds will
deteriorate, thus making the campus
look older. Also response time for
maintenance will become longer.
The heavily used library services.
which suffered from cuts imposed
last year, have also been affected this
year. Hours of operation will remain
the same, but the staff has been
reduced. The library is buying fewer
books and eliminating some subscriptions to magazines. "When we
get an actual budget frotn the state, if

I have not made
any cuts that
compromise
health and safety’
Mohammad Qayoumi

the budget is worse than planned,
more cuts will be made with respect
to staff layoffs, book purchases, and
library services," said C. lames
Schmidt. library director.
The department of student activities and services has also suffered
cuts. The welcome -back fair, which
tier CUTBACKS, Mgt’ 9

l’he Sportful Daily has
changed its look and
mission to serve the
SJSU community better
You might notice that the Spartan
Daily has a new "look" today. That’s
because you are looking at the
results of the latest redesign.
The editorial board decided that
it wanted to redouble its efforts to
serve the students, staff and faculty
of SJSU better so we cut down the
amount of entertainment news and
redesigned the paper to serve our
community better.
The design introduces Adobe’s
new Multiple Master fonts which
Robert Scoble, the Daily’s production and design editor, tested for the
last year.
During the summer the Daily
was named one of the top -designed
papers in the nation by the Society
of Newspaper Designers.
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EDITORIAL

Lack of state budget creates
atmosphere of uncertainty
,,
IS eXtelldo
I
. students th.
Crushed by an eve! tit, I CaNI I ig
weight of budget cuts and buffetI ,y the uncertain political winds twin

acr.unnito, the university stands hest tat lily
at a major crossroads in its academic &vet molt.
The heavy strain on SJSU is evident in the
disrepair of its structures and the lingering
anxiety in the eyes of acbninistrators, faculty,
stilt and students.
But though the view may seem bleak
with class shortages, crowded classrooms,
and We hikes lurking in the future many
studous are still tortunate to get an education
at all.
Thotigh the semester before us is going to
be one of the toughest yet, it will also provide
the opportunity to redefine the university and

the community. Like wrought iron,
--in use these though times to
ever bek e.
In se tsei to :scc ot nplish this, however, the
entire university conununity needs to work
s %easel 10 forge a new path tor SJSU in the
coming months ahead.
Administrators need to decide whether
they will let the quality of education at SJSU
decline into mediocrity or make the effort to
find the necessary funds elsewhere.
Staff and faculty must be willing to overcome difficult working conditions and still
give their best to the students.
And students must take an active role in
leading the university in its new direction
instead of allowing themselves to be swept
along with the tide.
As we embark on the new semester, we
must extend not only a timid of welcome, but
a hand of help as well.

EDITORIAL

,Wilson’s
. budget game
nurts innocent bystanders
and reeks of cruelly
lican governor.
F,..tile sake of having it his way.
1 :.diforni a Gov. Pete Wilson is
like a spoiled little child who
threatens to walk away with the
i .all, or hold his breath until he’s blue when
dealing with the lack of a state budget.
Unto t %manly, this is not a gAll se where
the only ones who will get bun arc the ones
playing the games willingly. In this case, the
ones who are getting hurt are the spectators
on file Side Imes, as state lawmakers continue
to haggle over which budget version is the
Imser est two evils.
The Democrats, who control both state
houses, are vehement that education must
not be gutted any more than it is already, and
are willing to sacrifice cities and the services
tliey provide in order to hold a line on educatitsnal cuts.
ct W. WIIS011 IS demailding that SLR bit,
lion be eut fleets ohication, amid to that end he
is lit siting the emu estate Is stage.

In the beginning, both the Assembly and
Senate gave in so as to accommodate the governor and try to find a quick solution to the
biiiiget ebleniMa.
Now, as the budget morass continues, and
throws the state into a deeper dilemnia, the
governor continues to play havoc with the
state and peopk of California.
And if the governor is intent upon keeping Isis word, which is to wait until November
when he hopes the voters of t aiR enia will
elect Republicans to the Assembly and Senate, it behooves us all to force his resipation.
The future of California is at stake, not
only as far as a lack of a budget is concerned,
bin also when it conies to the cuts the goveris wants to make in education.
A S1.8 billion cut in education is far too
di .istic, and will decimate the state’s catty
shaky educational standing.
After all, a well educated society is a boon
to all of us, and if the governor gets his way
with the budget, California’s future educauonal picture will nval that of a Third World
Nation.

When the budget dilemma first appeared,
the governor refused to look at any other
options nicludu itt a roll over or tax hikes. The
I Wmocrats reknted :Ind gave in to Gov. Wilson’s den lands.

This is wrong. It smacks of insensitivity

Its time that the governor stop dragging
down the: tuture of the state and adopt the
budget pae kage that the Assembly and Senate
have.
If not, then perhaps we should consider
taking away the ball and marbles and sending
the gOVettlor to his Mont Withollt his Supper.
After all, that is what’s at stake for millions
of families in California.

Forum Page Policies
provides a daily Fonim page. ContnbuThe Spartan I
tor S to the page Are encouraged trom snidents, staff, faculty
and others cello e interested ut the university at large.
Any letter or column for the torten page niust be turned in
to Letters to the Editor box in the Spartan Daily newsroom,
Unnyht Bet itel I tall 209, during iegular bustles:: bestirs.
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Perseverance and pride will get
us through difficult school year
Icredible as it seems, as you
start classes today, the state
of California is still without a
budget. Never in my memory have we had to take the extraordinary step of embarking upon a
semester without knowing our
operating budget for the year.
To say the least, this is an
uncomfortable feeling of uncertainty for all of us. But I want you to
know that the deans, department
chairs, vice presidents as well as
other administrators and staff have
worked diligently over the summer
to make your transition back to
school as seamless as possible.
Throughout our work this summer, we have had one overriding
priority: to provide as many courses
and seats as possible. In implementing the projected budget cut for the
tall semester, we weighed the cuts at
a rate of 10.1 percent on all non -faculty areas so that the faculty mitten( el cot dd Ise kept as low as possible

President’s message
only 6.3 percent comparatively.
With 94 percent of this university’s
budget coming from the state, we as
managers have less flexibility than
we would like, but where we could,
we have been flexible and creative.
Some of the actions this university
took on behalf of students this summer include
Ensured that financial aid disbursements would be made on
schedule, so those of you who
depend on aid could buy books and
food and pay the rent.
Requested and received more
than Si million from the CSU
Chancellor’s Office Academic
Recovery Fund to restore 250
course sections to the fall semester.
IN Tapped every available
resource, including lottery and Continuing Education monies, to provide as many classes as possible.
Made the difficult decision
not to accept new students in the

spring semester st we can’t get
enough classes for those of you
already on campu.s.
I know that even with these steps,
some of you will have difficulty getting all the courses you need, lines
will be longer and support services
fewer. Please try to be understanding with our understaffed offices.
The employees are trying their conscientious best under very trying circumstances.
Indeed, I am incredibly heartened by the perseverance of the students I see returning to this campus.
I am impressed that you have chosen to stick with your studies and
with this institution of higher learning.
I am sure that together we can
find much to be proud of and much
to enjoy this year. There are clubs to
join, football and volleyball teams to
root for, new friends to meet, and
many. many memories to make.

J. I landel Evans
Along with the memories, you will
leave this institution with a valuable
degree and education with which to
pursue your future goals. Despite
our budget difficulties, you are
attending a university that boasts
some of the tinest academic programs in the state and nation. You
see these nationally recognized faculty in your classrooms and your
departments.
As I told the faculty on Monday,
we are a powerliil force when we are
together; our contribution is significant and we can do wonderful
things. Let us believe this and be
proud of our achievements.

Politics is a game of give and take, scratch
niy back and I’ll scratch yours.

I la goveinei and state legislators must
..t, Is playing Mesa’ ft estball with the lives of
s -iltfornians.

Now, as the state bulge-1S through another day of no budget, and is penkesly ck use to
its I A iii day of working svithout a budget, tile
I ’IA sple who depend SO 11111.. il 011 the state :tie
in fact fuming blue anti in danger ot ctelaps
ing.

tile part of the Repub-
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Debunking the Republican pecking
so... What’s Your Point?
brain around the subject. Peck.

ese politicians’...
painted a picture of
advertisement),me ... and tore i?t to
ihred
...

I feel like I’m being pecked to en
death by ducks." That’s the
saying on my desk at work
(borrowed from an Apple
Computer
the one
that makes me laugh and shuffle
things into perspective. Things may
C )
be bad, they may be annoying and
even a little uncomfOrtable, but it the
bill ain’t sharp. the peck ain’t
painful. Sometimes it even tickles.
George Bush’s back. Poor George.
What a crowd of ducks assem- The religious-nght kooks are finally
appeased, and he ends up in politibled at the Houston Astrodome last
purgatory.
week. I almost got my feelings hurt cal
until I realized how pitifully innocuBuchanan railed against the
ous the Republican Party truly is. Densaiats, who "would impose on
The assembled crowd pecked like Amenca ... abortion on demand, a
platypuses and I giggled the whole litmus test for the Supreme Court,
way.
homosexual rights, women Imu ,smnPat Buchanan, the far-right- bat" and other horrible things. Peck.
peck, peck. peck.
Nanampersonator-slmhdoser-candidate, was spraying vitriol all over
the blinding -white party faithful,
who bathed in his spittle on the
opening night of the convention.
Buchanan raved about the hard
right party platform monkey the
National Committee loaded onto

Steel tessions may also be mailed to the Forum Editor, The
Spatt.ut I )aily, Department of Journalism and Mass Communications, San jose State University, One 1Vashington Square,
San lose, CA, 95192.
Articles and letters must contain the author’s name, phone
minivr, address and major (if a student).
Contributions must be typed or submitted on a 3.5" disk.
Submissions become property of the Spartan Daily and

At aside entrance to the Dome, a
woman chased a godless lesbian out
the door. screaming "We don’t
want your kind here!" The lesbian
had tried to make a point to Dan
Quayle that perhaps because AIDS
was wiping out large sections of the
public, he might try to wrap his

1)own near the front was a
young man bolding a stip that read
"No Queers or Baby Killing." Peek.
peck.
These "politicians," who are reallyjust
theologians, painted
a picture of me
an embodiment
ofjust about everything they lute
and tore it to shreds. They expected
me to be intimidated, and even
frightened for my personal wellbeing.
They threatened to refuse me my
rights because I am gay. They
threatened to take away my choice
of whether or not I can have a baby.
They threatened to prevent me front
pursuing a gainful career by strapping me with a social stigma of an
anti -family tome-wrecker.
I’d have been bruised, but the
glorious imny of that GOP convert non dawned on me. These conserv
atives are so far right. so radical and
so out of touch with America, that
their narrow-minded little contingency and its platform doesn’t stand
a chance of producing a candidate

will be edited for grammar, libel and length.
Categones available to non -Daily staff writers are
Campus Viewpoint: 300-500 word essays on current campus, political or personal issues. Submissions should be well
researched.
Letters to the Editor Up to 200 words responding to a certain issue or point of view.

that logical, fair voters would
endorse.
By their anger and hate, they
have rendered themselves harmless.
By playing upon the passe’ idea that
white, middle-aged, rich white
males are the only ones capable of
running the country, they have castrated themselves.
It brought to my mind this little
dramatic sequence: Some threepiece thug hokis a pistol held at my
temple, dictating my every movement. "Live your life my way, or
else," he said, in a squeaky tone not
unlike that of George Bush.
But I know the gun he’s holding
is, at worst, a Super Soaker. "Live
your life our way," he might say, "or
I’ll give you a shower you’ll never
forget!"
My answer? "Nah gahn Dorsal."
Peck. peck. Tickle, tickle.
BY BROOKE Smut’ Biccs

staff columnist
her column appears on Wednesdays

Other articles appearing on this page are:
Reporter’s/Editor’s forum: Opinion pieces written by
Spartan Daily staff writers/editors which do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the department of Journalism and Mass Communication or SJSU.
Editorials: Unsigned opinion pieces that express the
majority opinion of an editorial board comprised of Spartan
Daily editors and reporters.
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Stalemate: Plans for 8% cut in works Get involved! Write a letter to the editor

Irvin Puge I
Friday to finalizing the increase by
budget.
approving the proposed fee hike. The
Throughout the summer, presidents state Assembly has yet to Include the 40
at the 20 CSU campuses worked on a percent increase in the budget plans.
budget that was trimmed by 8 percent
If the fee increase goes through as
over last year, while gearing up for pos- expected. SJSU students will pay $778
sibly even higher cuts in the range of 14 per semester compared to last year’s
percent or 25 percent The 8 percent cut $592.
amounts to $9.2 million, according to
Students using financial aid have
Connie Sauer, SJSU’s associated execu- already been billed the $778 fee, while
tive vice president for Business and non -financial aid students are expected
Financial Services.
to be billed the remaining $372 when the
Coupled with the loss last year of budget and the 40 percent increase are
$1.6 million in Gov. Wilson’s Phase I adopted.
cuts, the university is looking at a total
If the 40 percent increase is not
loss of $10.7 million.
passed, financial aid students will have
In his speech. Evans blamed the bud- to pay back the $372 that was included
get problems on the "significant imbal- in their award.
ance in the ratio of taxpayers to tax
"In a sense," MacCarthy said, ’we’re
receivers." He said the imbalance will banking on the 40 percent increase."
MacCarthy said Munitz was "borchange the way the state does business,
and that higher education will have to rowing money internally" to bring in
prepare for those changes.
more classes.
Systemwide, the move by Munitz
He warned that a college education
has taken on the "specter of becoming a allowed some 3000 class sections to be
added back in. MacCarthy said. Of the
financial millstone."
State projections estimate that the $15 million, SJSU’s share is $1.1 million.
budget deficit problems will last to the providing for the restoration of 250
classes. MacCarthy said.
year 2000 and escalate to $20 billion.
With a budget cut of 8 percent loomlit May. Evans told the campus community that SJSU would be hit with a 8 ing over SJSU, officials were forced to
percent cut and called for the creation of cut 600 classes for the Fall 1992 semester
a task force to look at how the university and lay off 254 temporary, part-time
and early-retirement professors, accordwould handle such cuts.
Coupled with the preceding cut of 10 ing to Arlene Okerlund. academic vice
percent, in which the state cut back on president. None of the tenured or
its percentage of funding to the CSU tenured-track faculty positions were cut.
system. Evans said such reductions were
With the money from the projected
not easy to take.With that goal us inind. 40 percent increase, as well as additional
Evans said he asked "all areas be money from Continuing Education, the
reduced an average of 10.1 percent, with state lottery and other areas, the univerthe caception of faculty." It: It-miming sity was able to restore 250 classes and
more in other areas, Evans said "direct rehire 95 faculty members who had
classroom instruction" was cut by only been previously laid off, Evans said.
6.3 percent.
Although there are more class secBut as most campuses prepared to tions this semester than had been
start a new year with the 8 percent bud- expected, according to Stahl, there are
get cuts in place, CSU Chancellor Barry no plans to open enrollment to more
Munitz used $15 million of the project- students.
But even with the return of 95 faculty
ed $116 million coming in from the proposed 40 percent increase to reinstate members to the campus. Evans said the
some lecturers and professors who had university is still functioning with 200
been laid off earlier, according to Steve fewer faculty positions than it had in Fall
MacCarthy, CSU spokesman.
1990, while student enrollment remains
The 40 percent increase was request- relatively the same.
ed by Wilson in January in order to
But while more classes have been
defray the then state budget deficit of 56 added back in, Evans said "support
billion. By inierApnl, the budget deficit areas have taken a particularly hard hit."
had grown to $10.7 billion.
With the 8 percent budget cut, the uniWithout a state budget, the 40 per- versity has lost 22 percent of its support
cent increase is still in limbo, though the areas in the last two years, Evans added.
state Senate did move one step closer On
While most services received cuts,

Lille Spartan Daily is printed by students for studentslike you!

financial aid and the cashrentig wu Mows
had their hours lengthened to help the
night students. Evans said.
The budget impasse has wrea ked
havoc for financial aid students I
such students, the current budget st.m.
mate took a dramatic turn when SI Sl
was forced to seek other university ftuids
to cover financial aid.
According to Evans, the problem
was that the university could not issue
any financial aid checks without the
backing of a budget.
Rather than leave 4,000 students
stranded. Evans said SIMI ended up
backing the checks by using funds front
other university sources, uicluding Continuing Education.
Stahl said the university did not end
up borrowing the money as first reported. Instead. It sought auxiliary money
from other sources on campus to back
up the funds that will eventually be
released when the state comes up with a
budget
Evans reiterated the dangers "inherent in our predicament, particularly in
regard to the way in which we treat each
other." He said the dangers, which are
still there, "are greater than ever" and
asked beseeched faculty members to
bear in mind that the entire campus is
suffering the same.
"Tolerance and understanding must
be our watchwords," Evans said.
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lot more.
No matter what your major, no
matter what the course, there’s a
ft scientific or business calculator
that’s right for you. RI the smart
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I he Recycle Book
Store offers used and
new books at prices that
will entice your reading
passion. Science fiction and
fantasy hooks are our specialty but
we also carry CD’s, tapes, and records. The
Recycle Rook Store not only sells hooks ai
unbelievably low prices, they’ll buy your used
books and recycle them for new readers
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Groups face
off in battle of
sparrows vs.
foxes
LOS ANGELES (AP) A
feud between two wildlife groups
over the presence of foxes in a
wetlands area moved into the
courts when a fox supporter was
charged with threatening a bird
lover.
At issue is the trapping of
foxes in the BaIlona Wetlands,
where the rare Savannah sparrow
nests.
Peggy Randall, vice president
of the Wildlife Protection League,
was charged with one misdemeanor count of making a
threatening phone call to Ruth
Lansford, head of the Friends of
the Ballona Wetlands.
The Friends of the BaIlona
Wetlands is campaigning to save
the savannah belding sparrow by
trapping red foxes that feed on
the birds.
Members of the Wildlife Protection League are opposed to the
trapping.
Ms. Randall, 56, is accused of
threatening Ms. Lansford in a
message left on an answering
machine July 24, Deputy City
Attorney Teddy Eden said Monday.
League President Mary Sheehy said Ms. Randall told her she
was "going to kick her butt, or
words to that effect."
If convicted, Ms. Randall
amid be sentenced to six months
in jail and a $1,000 fine upon
conviction.
The BaIlona wetlands are
located between Playa del Rey
and Manna del Rey south of Los
Angeles.
The area is about 10 miles
southwest of downtown Los
Angeles.
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SJSU prof
pens almanac
of Highway 17
BY JOHN PERU

Spea 1Mi Fearturs Editor
There are farmers almanacs for
farmers and car almanacs for car fanatics and now for those who make the pilgrimage each day across Highway 17,
there is the Highway 17 Almanack and
Gazetteer created by SISU’s Mass Cornmunications professor Harvey Gothffe.
"I created the Highway 17 Almanack
and Gazetteer for all of those who travel
the highway," said Gotliffe. He said it
took him three months of making what
started out to beg est an idea into a publication.
"I think the worst thing about doing
the Almanack was having logo out and
sell ad space," Godiffe said. "I had to go
out and sell them (the businesses) on
just an idea and a model of what it (the
Almanack) will look like."
Although the ads helped to pay for
the first edition, Gotliffe said that from
now on his daughter would sell the
advertising.
The best part, according to Gotliffe,
was that he gets to use the Almanack as
a teaching tool for his magazine students. "When I teach my magazine
class, I now have a model that I can
show the students and from my own
experiences in putting together this
Almanack I can better help them," he
said.
Besides going out and pounding the
pavement for the ads, he also pounded
the keyboard and wrote all the stories
and poems that appear in the
Almanack.
For art director, Gotliffe received the
help of Kathleen O’Connor, a Masters

student in magazine )ournaltsm at
SJSU, and used a menagerie of old
drawings of cars, people and buildings.
Gotliffe did the layout for the Almanack
on his own.
According to Gotliffe, the art, which
was all public domain and made available for public use, came from England.
"The almanac is a combination of
poems, funny and serious stones as well
as some tips about how to drive across
Highway 17," said Gotliffe.
Gotliffe’s name appears three times
on the cover page of the Almanack, but
unless you knew him really well, picking
out his other names would be tough.
Under Editor, the name R.V.
Leonard appears Gotliffe’s middle
name. Down toward the bottom of the
page is name H.L. B. Hertz, Cunctator.
Unless readers are up on their Webster’s dictionary, this word gets a "what
the heck is that"? According to Gotliffe,
a Cunctator is someone who procrastinates.
"I put Cunctator down, because that
is what I did a lot while putting this
Almanack together," Gotliffe said . "The
name H. L. B. Hertz is my Jewish
name."
Gotliffe says he hopes to publish the
Almanack again in November and
thereafter publish it bi-annually. The
Almanack which is officially titled "The
Original 1992 and a half Highway 17
Almanack and Gazetteer," will be available in the Spartan Bookstore, and at B.
Dalton Booksellers and Walden books
throughout the Bay Area as well as other
stores in the Santa Cruz arm. The price
is $3, not including tax.

BY I/AVID M MARSHALL - SPARTAN DAILY CIA IT PHOTOGRAPHER
SJSU Journalism professor Harvey Gotliffe’s Highway 17 almanac debuts
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Money not based solely on financial status or GPA?
Swim’s of pm ate scholarships and grants are now seeking
immediate applicants for the 92/93 and 93/94 school years

For free information on our double-guaranteed,
personalized, scholarship matching research service

CALL NOW

Absolutely, no obligation
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(800) 779-7571

THE FIRST SOO CALLERS THIS MONTH WILL
RECEIVE A SPECIAL DISCOUNT OFFER!
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Academic Resources Research Division

,0

...matchinff academic dreams with private financial aid.

Paramount appeals
$900,00 court ruling
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- Paramount Pictures has reopened its long
running court battle over the movie
"Corning to America," appealing a ruling that gave humorist Art Buchwald
and his partner $900,000.
The appeal seeks to overturn a ruling by Superior Court fudge Harvey
Schneider that the Eddie Murphy
blockbuster was based on Buchwald’s
idea and that Buchwaki and his producing partner. Alain Bernheim, were not
paid because of asi "unconscionable"
studio contract.
Paramount’s appeal was filed last
week alter months of speculation on
whether the studio would avoid further
litigation for fear the case could become
a precedent others could cite in chalk-no:1g standard studio contracts.
"As we have repeatedly stated, we
believe the decision of the trial court was
plainly in error," attorney Charles Diamond said in a statement released by
Paraniount.
-Coaling to Amenca’ was not based
upon Art Buchwald’s treatment, and
there was nothing unfair or unconscionable about the contracts Buchwald
and Bernheun willingly signed. We are
confidein the appellate court will agree."
One of his lawyers,Zazi Pope, said:
"The trial court’s decisions are impeccably reasoned and based on clear-cut
legal principles and an airtight record.
"We fully expect the court of appeal to
affirm these findings in a published,
binding decision that will enable the
entire creative community to benefit
from Mr. Buchwald’s and Mr. Bern
helm’s victory."
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Free! "More Better!" T-Shirt
When You Sign Up for Student
Banking at BofA
Open a VT RSA111 ’ Checking account and get much Mote than this hot-looking 1-shirt Like more Al Is lictici
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at least 20% off
every item, every day at:

UNIVERSITY ART’S
DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Its PAGE ST SAN JOSE IMO 291 4101
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Distance, worth $1,200 Other
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Enter the AT&T Student
Saver Plus Sweepstakes and
mu could win an expense
paid, 3 -day trip for mu to
the concert if ran- choice,

Stop hy and ask for details at: 99 S. ITNI STREET
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Student Saver Plus and our
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Student Union
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And the AT&T Calling Card makes it easy to call from almost
Jclent
pick from a complete line of products and services
anywhere to anywhere. Also, when ym sign up for AT&T, your
Saver
designed specifically to fit your needs while )utfre in college. \\ first call is free**
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And with AT&T, you’ll get the most reliable long distance service.
Our Reach Out’ Plans can save you money on NMI’ Long Distance,
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SONY

SONY
SONY:

DURACELL

WM-SXF30
SONY SPORTS
V/ALKMAN’
AM/FM STEREO
AUTO REVERSE
CASSETTE
PLAYER

$1.95
Size AA
Alkaline
Batteries

$85.65

TCM-81
SONY
PRESSMAN’
PORTABLE
CASSETTE
RECORDER

$31.95

M -550V
SONY
PRESSMAN"’
MICROCASSETTE"
RECORDER

$43.95

Voice Operated
Recording (VOR)

One Touch
Recording
Cue and Review

Water Resistant
Design
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Three Digit Tape
Counter

VSTAEDTLER
FaberCasten

Explorer Pen
UHU
Glue Sticks
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3M Post-it
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writing comfort
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Sell Stick
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GE rival

$1.98

Soft white
vinyl that
won’t damage
paper
Absorbs
graphite for
clean
erasing

C505 SUPER
HI -POLYMER% LEAD

Each tube holds
12 leads Available in a
vanety of hardnesses; 2B,
2H, 3H, 4H, 5H, 6H,8, F, H
and HB.

NEW

4"-rwiN
2

LOW

pRINTs.

ach f3,q 4" Prints

9

12 Exp

TWIN PRINTS 2 Each 31/2" Standard Sae Prints

ap

$3.99
Pxp $5.99
12 Exp
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Ilardcover Bestsellers

PRICES!

$7.99

From 110, 126, 135 Disc Cott C-41 Process Film
At Time 01 Developing

WE’RE BACKED BY KODAK’S SEAL OF EXCELLENCE

Photo processing is available
at Spartan
Bookstore.
Come and drop
off your special
memories right
here on campus
by 12noon. Your
prints will be
ready for you
by noon the
next business
day.

WHY GO
ANYWHERE
ELSE?

C71quarelP
emendable. Subde. And remarkable.
They’re pencils that combine drawing
and painting. Use Karat wet Or dry

P205 SHARPTM
AUTOMATIC PENCIL

$ 1 .00

Eh e New pork Elmo
EVERYDAY

75
OIR8T

Black niatte
finish barrel
Special grip fix

Rub on adhesive for paper,
cardboard, fabric, photos
Odorless, non-toxic, washable
Screw-on cap keeps glue fresh
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Off

EveryDay.

Available In

GENERAL BOOKS

EXTRA HELP?
TEST GUIDES!!
IN GENERAL R(X)KS

BIA

$4.98

Work Smart, Play Hard
Orgrmim your kr.d to
work smarter, not harder

Sybex Macintosh library
books help you yet the
most out of your Mac
That moons you yet the
most out of your work
time. And the most out
of your ploy time, too
Available at the
Spartan Bookstore

DoNT SEE law
BOOK YOU NEED?
WE CAN ORDER
IT FOR YOU.
JUST ASK AT
GENERAL BOOKS
INFORMATION CENTER.

ENTER TO WIN A MURRAY TEN -SPEED BIKE
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY,ZIP:
STUDENT ID#:
DAY&EVE. PHONE#
IDeposit entry form at Spartan Bookstore. No purchase necessary.
Spartan Shops employees are not eligible to participate. Last day to enter
is eptember 9, 1992. One winner will be drawn.
MI=
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O
order
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SALE DATES.
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LimeOrange Lemon

$1.75
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Master Lock,

tIcAhIng

$4.49
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for
FALL!

BE SAFE
WITH
Master Lock
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Master Lock,
PROGRAMMABLE

HP 48SX Scientific
Expandable
Calculator

No 1520 1522

$288.95
I P 42S
RPN Scientific
Calculator

BE SAFE
WITH
Master Lock

Prices
good
while
supplies
last.
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SAVE ON BINDER KITS!

$25.55
BE SAFE
WITH
Master Lock

Combines
advanced financial
and scientific
functions in one
easy -to-use
calculator.

$33.95

$99.95

va.4,Eztz

Master Lock.
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BA II PLUS’

Four Pointi Products

Four Point binders in assorted sizes
includes: 100 count Filler Paper and
5 Clear Tab Indexes. In a kit for
your convenience. Available while
supplies last at General Supplies.

PRICES
STARTING
AT

$6.39

Regular Prices ranging $4.57- S7.77

Are now: $2.39- $4.03!

GET EVERYTHING
Iv YOU NEED /
AT THE
SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE

DRAW PRECISION CIRCLES
with Mars Drawing Instruments.

Open Mon.
through Sat.
Extended hours
during Rush
924-1800
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University Police Department kept busy with recent crime wave
BY MARIA C. ROSE
spanautwiy 941 w roff
The University Police Department is
investigating several incidents including
an alleged sexual battery/indecent exposure, a bomb threat ui Washburn Hall,
and grand theft of University Housing
Services computer equipment.
The sexual battery/indecent exposure crime took place on South Campus, one mile south of the main campus,
just alter midnight on Monday.
The 43 -year -old male suspect from
Redwood City is still at large, according
to UPI) Administrative Lt. Bruce Lowe
who also serves as the department’s
public information officer. Neither the
victim nor the suspect is an SJSIJ student.
The incident occurred after a soccer
game Sunday night and was not related
to any SJSU activities, Lowe said. Drugs
and alcohol were not involved.
After the alleged attack, the victim
drove around on Interstate Highway
280 on ramps near South Campus
where she flagged down San Jose police
officers. The case was turned over to

UPI) because the reported crime
occurred on state property.
The UP!) is also investigating two
telephone bomb threats received on
Aug. 13. The male caller, who police
believe to be responsible for both
threats, said he would blow up Washburn Hall at separate times. Officers
evacuated and searched the building
around 3 p.m and 7 p.m., the times the
caller said a bomb would detonate.
according to Lowe..
No unusual devices were found,
according to Lowe. Residents were then
allowed to safely re-enter the hall. No
suspects have been named in the investigation, according to Lowe.
Students attending summer conferences and school were living in Washburn Hall, according to Director of University Housing Services Fred Najjar,
who authorized both evacuations.
According to Najjar, a bomb threat
on a residence hall is unusual. Bomb
threats are usually made involving classroom buildings during midterms and
finals so tests may be postponed. "They
are disruptive and expensive," Najjar

said.
"Bomb threats are serious, but not
unusual," according to Lowe. UP!) is
working with the building coordinator
and employees to pursue all possible
leads. "Someone might have a personal
beef with the school or an RI) (resident
director)," Lowe said.
In two unrelated incidents, a $707
HIM El-Tech Turbo XT computer from
Joe West Hall and an Epson FX-850

Financial Aid: Backlog in processing
from Page I
A new computer system was set up
last year which allowed the financial aid
staff to prepare a record number of
3,000 checks that were ready on Saturday. "This new computer system has
really been a big help," Pfaff said.
With this system a new automated
system of processing all Stafford loans is
being used. Automated Stafford Application Process will take information and
transmit it automatically, taking up only
24 hours, instead of weeks. Unfortunately the system is not currently running, leaving about 800 applications to
be processed. Students who qualified
only for a Stafford loan and not any
grants will not receive their money until,
at the earliest, inid-September. "We’re
very anxious to get going on these
loans." Pfaff said.
Of the around 800 backlogged applications. 100 will be used to test the system. If it crashes, the applications will be

manually.
processed the old way
"We’re 99 percent sure the electronic
system will fly," Pfaff said, lithe system
does work, 100 to 200 applications can
be processed a day.
Financial Aid "has been working
under an air of anxiety," Pfaff said.
With an anticipated fee increase,
which means more students applying
for financial aid, the department was
worried about staff layoffs and the budget impasse. Though no staff members
were laid off over the summer, the budget problem still exists.
Kitt, however, was optimistic about
the future. "The assumption is that this
thing is going to end fairly soon," he
said.
But some students take a grimmer
view of the situation.
"If they (state legislators) were working for me. I’d fire them all and do it
myself," said Laurel MacDermott, a
senior working on her teaching credential

computer printer valued at $.300 from
Royce Hall were reported stolen,
according to UPI) reports. The equipment has not been recovered, and both
thefts are under investigation.
The computer was reported stolen
from the former resident director’s
office in Joe West Hall. The grand theft
occurred sometime between July 1 and
Aug. 10 while the office was unoccupied, according to the UPI) report

There were no signs of forced entry,
according to Najjar. The residence halls
are staffed around the clock, and keys
are needed to gain access to the building, he said. It would have taken three
separate keys or an unlocked door to
gain access to the office of Joe West’s
tomer resident director.
Royce Hall was unoccupied during
most of the summer except when more
rooms, modined for disabled students,

were needed for a conference, according
to Najjar.
"With 2,000 students in eight facilities, thefts are fairly rare," Najjar said,
considering the ratio. Access must be
gained through several doors in Joe
West. University Housing Services provides a good deal of security compared
to other housing options. Najjar
stressed.

WE CAN GET YOU CYCLING

1

We’ve given these
Iwo models the
some attention to componentry and
safety as all our other Performance
bikes. The X-403 is on 18 speed
for ,189.00, and the X-503 is a
6 speed for -179.00. Both bikes
are equiped with Shimano SIS indexed
shifting and Dia-Compe cantilever brakes for safety and reliability.

Introducing the newest additions to the
Performance Bicyde line! We wanted to
build affordable bikes that lived
up to our reputation for
quality and value.
Our answers: the X-403
and X-503. These are the
perfect road or trail bikes; fun to
ride, inexpensive and require little maintenance.

PERFORMANCE BIKE SHOP - LARGEST SELECTION, LOWEST PRICES
Rollerbkxle BATTAGLIN #PfRFORPt4MI GORETEKef---

Gob

USG CERTIFIED MECHANICS SERVICE ANY BRAND OR MODEL BIKE, ALL BACKED BY THE PERFORMANCE 100% GUARANTEE
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1646 S. BASCOM AVE.
CAMPBELL, CA 95008
408-559-0496
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Accepting Applications Now!!!
RSPB Director Positions: Students OA

Season Passes on sale until Oct. 7! $20! *
That’s onlu SLR per film, includes 2 for pass, free popcorn!

The Associated Students Program Board is currently seeking applications
for Performing Arts Director and Publicity Director The ASPB is a team
of highly energetic and creative students acting as the primary events
programming body on campus. ASPB Directors bring diverse
en.ortaining and educational events ot the SJSU community all year
round

September 9 Basic Instinct
16 American Me
23 Fried Green Tomatoes
Thurs. * 24 Delicatessen
30 Sister Act
October 7 The Wall
Thurs. *8 ThunilerheatloCident t OgIdld
14 Mo’ Money
21 VVayne’s World
Thurs.* 22 G.E Deadly Deception/Building Bombs,/
Nukie Takes A Valium/Manic Denial
+ Musical Guest 100th Monkey Generation
28 *Unlawful Entry
November 4 Boomerang
11 Kafka
18 League ot Their Own
December 2 Naked binch

PERFORMING ARTS DIRECTOR
You will choose, negotiate, direct and promote dance, performance,
theatre, workshop, etc. Work closely with agents, performers, and
Theatre Arts Department. Hire and run event crews
PUBLICITY DIRECTOR
The Publicity Director manages the conception and execution of publicity
for all ASPS productions. Work with major Bay Area print media,
radio, and TV, in house graphic artist staff. Work in tandem with
Marketing Director to market the ASPB to sponsors and benefactors.
C011(408) 924-6260 Kuni Capps, Secretary, or pick up an application
in the Associated Students Office, 3rd Roar Student Union

Admissiab: S2.50, Location: NI hIms in Me Sludenl Union Ballroom Except hlms with’ ahem in Morris Dailey
Auditorium, 6PM and OPM, Public Welcome! " Passes ayailatie al be hint Orion Business Office
For more into Amid A.S. Program Board events call Ole B.A.T* We at p081924.13261 Funded by Associated Students ’Rapid Apatlri Terminator
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Major airlines
Cutbacks: Faci ’ties falling apart
this year’s enrollment increase of 1510
offering coupons From Page I
20 percent," said Many Schutter, direcusually lasts four days, will be reduced to tor of Disabled Student Services. No
in waning days of one
day on Sept. 2. The Spartan Spot- new equipment will be purchased and
light. the campus activities calendar, has the service hours will be decreased by
fall fare sale
been eliminated completely.
one hour a day.
NEW YORK (AP) --- Coupons are
the latest weapon in the air fare war,
with airlines offering $35 to $50 off
round-trip domestic tickets that were
already discounted 30 percent.
American Airlines and America
West Airlines said Tuesday they would
accept coupons for $35 off round-trip
fares ranging from $150 to $249 and $50
off tickets that cost more than $250.
Since Northwest Airlines started the
coupon discounting earlier this week,
United Airlines and Continental Airlines have also decided logo along with
the discounts. Other major airlines said
they were studying the offers.
To use the coupons on American.
Continental or Northwest, tickets have
to be bought by Aug. 31 for travel
between Sept. 6 and Dec. 14. The deadline at United and America West is
Sept. 4.
Major airlines reported that discounted tickets have been selling well,
but that plenty of seats were still available.
Delta Air Lines first offered the 30
percent discount on tourist fares for the
fall after an earlier half-price sale enticed
many travelers to move travel plans
from fall up to summer.
Delta, meanwhile, dropped plans
Tuesday to hike fares 5 percent across
the board Sept. 1 after American refused
to go along.
American has been pursuing its own
fare increase that would raise fares for
14-day advance purchases by up to 33
percent. Some airlines went along with
the Delta plan, others followed Amen can and some used a mixture of the two.

Not only does Student Health Service predict longer waiting because of
short stalling and less clinicians, but the
pharmacy has had a tee increase.
Disabled students who rely heavily
on the services provided by Disabled
Student Services have been hit hardest
by the cuts.
"Funding used to be by head count,
but the governor (Pete Wilson) has
stopped line-item counting, so we’re
working with last year’s head count and

The cuts have also effected the University Police Department’s ability to
protect the safety of the campus community. The UPD provides campus
escorts for students, but the cuts have
forced UP!) to decrease hours for public safety escorts. They will no longer
escort students beyond the campus
perimeters.
"Just like all campus services, we are
all doing more with less," said UP!)
spokesman Lt. Bruce Lowe.

Need a Mac at Midnight?
24 Hour
Mac & IBM
Rentals
Need to work late?
Come in anytime count on us.

Nor

rValid$from212 toOFF
MAC RENTAL
6 a.m. $2 off self-service Macintosh computer time
with this coupon. Does not include laser prints. One coupon
per customer. Not valid with any other offer and only at this

location. Expires 9/30/92
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NOBODY DOES IT BETTER FOR LESS.
Items and prices in this ad are available August 26 104: to E,eptember 102 at am rani( ’rating !atewa,., store in
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some items may be limited and sublect to availabilih Not responsible for npographit al or p110101 errors We
I ’ateway Inc
reserve the right to correct all printed errors
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I dye Wells
ON WOMEN’S
SPORTS

Women’s sports
abuzz over the
summer break
p,,.t summer
campus, the athletics
departnient buzzed with
activity. The women’s golf
teal ii pined a natiolial championship
- its II iird in the last six years -while the university lost a softball coach.
I In e’s a review:
11,0 tan juniors Tracy Ilanscin
mid Nu 1111 Sterner tied for fourth
indiyidmilly among the 102 players in
le.tding SI Sl I to a record breaking third
ii 01,,nal tale.
It is the rally school that has
aida re times," said women’s golf
iii Mad’. Gale. "Only two have min
it nv_s That’s the ultimate goal in
,Ilot,etI, to win the NCAA."
S1’.1 I’s I Jsa WAIN i placed seventh.
wr and to-slimy) Nicole
I
NI:0,11W :11,41LOIIIIIblItell to SISLI’s win,
;ale ’,aid
And iftlthigs weren’t good enough.
With all live players from last year’s
wain expected to return to ’by this
yi..it .0 I what Gale called "the recruit of
they elf " iiling the team, the Spartans
add set frit. another run at the title.
\il,eke Stensrild of Oslo, Norway
thc %%inner of the Women’s world
is scheduled
y w .1 11111114.1011p
I, I, SIIi’’ ,1.:111111C this year.
women’s basketball team
coach in Karen Smith, a
hits
tot titer All American point guard and
:issistant coach at the University of
(2alitornia at Berkeley.
"slie was a great player," said
Th. ii cis Brennan, SJSU Athletic
toi . "I think she was an
hug assistant coach. This is her
hi a heal coach position."
Top priorities for Smith include
lc,iiiilitigaiid "building a prot,Tam" to
’cerise the suing of losing seasons that
have plagued the womens team.
Said.
I ii
i. who replaces hwowr coach
has already signed up four
pIi els, two flow high schools and
junior colleges. "I believe they
R..,
,1111. III ;Uhl be solid," she said.
"ty
is to build confidence and
attitude. When you have a
agar., a see-anis where you don’t do
v.lIjn tend to be down."
Silas , to Turner, once a player on the
’,1St., team and for six years a lUgh
’a hool womeit’s basketball coach, will
.ast Smith.
The lust Vietnaniese head tennis
..Kich at Santa Clara University nuw
’rites SISU’s first Vietn I WNW lie3d
IIIIL Anil Paii Nguyen, originally
Ii ’iii ’-oti,,on. will direct the women
tennis wain. She played tor die Spaitair.
taugld
tr.un 1984 tl trough 1986 at id
iii isIt Almaden Valley Athlen. lub.
-Three of the varsity player..ue
coining back this year. I feel there are
me xml tennis players at the school,
aii,1 ifs ;list a limner of bringing them
’iii10 play," Nguyen said. "1 dank we’ll
a petty decent team," she said.
Ti ail iintg starts in tlw fall and the
vim begins play in the spring
IN The attar& depainisent hits
Inpleted the "interviewing pILISe- II I
511tIi k er a new head softball coach
the departure of Kathy
Sir al iii tue sacrament State, 1IITIIII:111
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49ers sign
Rice to
multi-year
contract
SANTA CLARA,(AP)
Jerry Rice made his point in a
challenge to the NFL’s salary
pecking order. Now, he’s
ready to renew his challenge to
the NFL’s receiving records
list.

Read this year’s Daily football preview on Sept. 3.

MORE BANK
FOR ME BUCK.

"I might not be with the
quarterbacks but I’m right
behind them," Rice said Tuesday after signing a series of
three oile-year contracts with
the San Francisco 49ers, ending a 37 -day holdout.
It is estimated to be worth
between $7 million and $8 million and includes a 25 percent
bonus, payable upon the completion of the pact.
Rice earned $1.75 million
last season, his sixth in which
lie had at least 1,000 yards in
receptions.
Another 1,000 -yard season
would tie him with Lance
Alworth for second on the alltime list, behind Steve Largent,
who had eight.
As he begins his eighth season, Rice has 93 career touchdown receptions, well within
range of Largent’s record of
100.
Rice, a five- time Pro Bowler
and the 49ers’ all-time leading
receiver, had said he wanted a
salary on par with the league’s
best quarterbacks and he came
close.
"This contract makes Jerry
Rice the highest paid non.
quarterback in the league,"
club president Carmen Policy
said.tsliami’s Dan Marino,
with an annual salary of $4.2
million, is the league’s highest paid player.
San Francisco quarterback

A STUDENT CHECKING AND VISA
PACKAGE ONLY AT WELLS FARGO.
arid \ lit, shucct1l
Y(,u
College is expensive enough as it is.
Sttiriciit Vis;t s.ard:
That’s why Wells Fargo has designed
Fiist year tree induil,ership %, hen
Student ATM Checking-just for you
sign up Is overdraft prow,. Ili if
at only $4.50 per month. Do all your
banking through the Wells Fargo Express’ All sIt dents - even entering treslunen
are eligible ti I apply.
ATM and you’ll get:
Open a click king account or apply tOr
Checking free of monthly service charges
a credit card ’um’. Sign up tor both
every summer until you graduate.
and you’ll get a tree Wells Fargo T-shirt.
Unlimited checkwriting with no
Wells Fargo. R inking built fur the
minimum balance and no per-check
student budget.
charge. And free check storage.
Free access to more than 1600
,111’1 tApirL,
Wells Fargo Express ATMs statewide.
5.42 $5-00 addit
1,1
.
Convenient 24 -Hour person-to-person
L
phone service.
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Joe Montana, who is trying to

come back from an elbow
injury, is due to make $3 million while his backup, Steve
Young, is scheduled to earn
$2.5 million.

WELLS FARGO BANK
Stop by your local Wells Fargo branch today:
San Jose Main Office, 121 Park Center Plaza, 277-6221

rLEVER AGE YOUR CAREER
A T
STANDARD
MICROSYSTEMS
CORPORATION

World

leader

SMC is a world leader in Local Area Network
adapters for PCs SMC sells over one million Ethernet
and Token Ring LAN adapters a year With approximately
100 employees, SMC’s Irvine Operations provides a small
company environment where your effort is felt

Leading Edge Technology

SMC develops and manufacturers advanced design LAN equipment, (St
devices.and PC software Gain the experience of bringing new PC hardware
and software products to market in an aggressive technology driven company
Opportunities

Available

We want ’STARS"! We can advance/accelerate career growth through hands
on experience with significant proiect responsibility and through educational
’N assistance
We have a wide range of technologies such as, gale array to 200k
transistors, lull custom chip design, analog design, high volume pcb board design

said.
(it illl’st’ %Vivi

fi sir were
1100 VieWed. lii iii 0 IS1.11h1 not reveal
their wows, hut s,sI thu all .ame from
lit Is west of the Rosk les. "Not all
wei e
lie Said.
delighted with the quality
"Wv
of tlit’ j‘til,le we interviewed," Brennan
suit, "We intend to make a derision
Seiicii tout those four."
’The new coach’s tint job will be to
find All assistant for RI ionda Royal.
ton tel women’s assistant softball
ouch. Rovell, an alumna oldie
haversity of Nebraska, los returned
there to coach.
The SJSU women’s gymnastics
team ran a roam’) for six weeks for
elementary school children who do not
love the money to take swinuning or
gyi tin:ones lessons.
"It was a city university
pan wrship," said hackie Walker, SIM I
women’s gymnastics coach. The
seas based on the belief that
, very child in the city should have an
; 4 (sillily to develop gynmastics arid
(skills)," Walker said.
, .7, ii Sit tan Doily stall Wrist

\1

Requirements
Can you accept a Challenge/Responsibility, We’re looking for people with a
practical flair for engineering to develop new products in the following areas
VLSI/HARDWARE DESIGN Design full and semi custom
LAN chips and communication system products
SOFTWARE Develop device drivers and utilities for SMC’s
Ethernet, Token Ring, and LAN adapters Device drivers
are developed for NetWare. NDIS. DOS, OS/2. UNIX. and
Windows NT

Interested?
Mail resume to
Cindy fiagugneth
Standard Microsystems Corporation
6 Hughes, Irvine, CA 92718
or fax to (714) 707-2311
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President Evans reads us!

Let him know your ideas on SJSU’s presidential selection, the
lack of classes, or anything else by writing a letter to the editor.
Letters are printed every day on the Forum page.
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BLOW IT AWAY!!
The Princeton Review offers:
Highest average score improvements
of any program.
Maximum class site of 12 students.
Four computer-analyzed diagnostic exams.
Individual attention.
All sessions uith a list. instructor.
Repeat guarantee.

DAVID M MARSHALL SPARTAN DAILY STAFF PliciroGRAPHER
Alan and Phyllis Simpkins, both graduates of SJSU, gave one million dollars toward building a 22,000 square -foot field house adjacent to Spartan Stadium.

Field house construction under way
Silicon Valley’s electronics industry.
"It’s really just a disgrace, an embarrassment."
The new building, which is all privately funded, will go well beyond just
showers and locker rooms.
The facility will house space where
alumni can meet, a kitchen, coaches’
offices and a medical facility for the
BY DEBRA MYERS
players. The complex will primarily be
Sistan Day Staff Won
used by the Spartan football team and
In a time of increasingly dark budget women’s softball team.
forecasts, SJSU has found a glimmer of
The outline for the completion of the
light. Over the summer, SJSU alumni complex has been split into two phases.
Alan and Phyllis Simpkins donated SI
Phase 1, already underway at a cost of
million to help build a 22,000 squarefoot field house adjacent to Spartan Sta- $1.2 million, includes the shell of the
building, relocation of gas lines and teledium.
phone cables, landscaping, parking lots
The field house will include office and some of the plumbing.
rooms,
a
weight
training
space, locker
Phase II, slated to begin immediately
room and a special events room.
after the completion of Phase I. will
Built in the 1930s, the old locker include the interior fixtures, walk showroom facility at Spartan Stadium has ers. equipment and lockers at a cost of
become obsolete.
St million.
"Without question, it’s the worst
Completion of Phase I could be
facility on the San Jose State campus and completed as early as the end of this
perhaps the entire CSU system," said year. The entire facility could be ready
Alan Simpkins, one of the pioneers of for the 1993 football season.

SJSU alumnus gives
$1 million dollars,
putsfield house
project into motion

"We’d like to enter the 1993-94 academic year with the facilities completed," SJSU Athletic Director Tom Brennan said.
Regardless of when it is completed,
the new complex is one of the few to be
given to the university by alumni.
"Most universities receive substantial
help from alumni," Simpkins said. "But
San Jose State has never been one
because as a student you’re not conditioned to give to the university."
Alan and Phyllis Simpkins are active
alumni whose other credits include
spearheading the drive to bring back the
marching band, starting SJSU’s international center and founding the Santa
Cruz Area Chapter of the SJSU Alumni
Association.
"In the past it was felt, ’well it’s a
state-funded school, you didn’t have to
fund anything, you didn’t have to help
with anything." he said. "But I think
everyone recognizes this is no longer
true."
Simpkins said he hopes others will
follow his lead.
"San Jose State was very good to us. I

got a great education from dedicated
professors, and because of that. I’ve had
a successful career." he said. "We just
want to gjve something back."
Recent donations of labor and
resources, including fencing and cement
blocks, have helped get the construction under way, Simpkins said. The
recent donations have also saved money
that can be used for Phase 11 construciton. A groundbreaking ceremony for
the Field House was held July 30.
Spartan Daily Executive Editor Smita Patel
contributed to this report

Classes Begin:
LSAT
GRE
GMAT

August 27 & October 24
August 29 & October 24
September 12

nth),
(’ill it 455 1,
The Princeton Review
L

(408) 268-9674

0-1

San Jose sit

WELCOME DAY ’92
10am - 2pm
September 2, 1992
7th Street Plaza
Club Pack Giveaway
Free Ice Cream
served by

Marvin swallowed his gum when he
heard how fast we made student loans.

55
w

06

your

favorite campus celebrities

Blues Band
*Martial Arts

Sure. he expected us to pros ide good service, siraighl 11%%1 cps mid dee en
follow-up on student loan applications. After all. Great Western is one of the top

z

And More!

lenders of student loans in California. with decades of experience and know-how.
But when he found out just how quickly we handle stafford, SFS and PLCS
1.0ANS. he grinned from ear to car.
so what are von waiting for For more Information or a loan application. call
US toll -free at I-8004)37-6717 Great Western Kull,

rlicif

GREAT WESTERN BANK

Campus Contacts
SJSU Choraliers
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Woman killed during break-in
attempt at UC Chancellor’s house
Campus police were alerted by a
silent alarm system to a break-in at the
home of Chancellor Chang -Lin Tien
and his wife Di -Hwa Tien about 6 a.m.
today, said UC spokesman Jesus Nlena
said. Denovo entered the residence
through a window. Kell said.
Police telephoned Tien, who was
unaware of the intrusion. mid the cotiple
locked themselves in their bedroom.
Officers arrived at the house two
minutes later and found the woman in a
second -floor bathroom, said UC
spokestirui Bob Sanders.

BERKELEY, Calif. (Al’) Police
t, day shot and killed a woman armed
with a machete and hunting knife who
broke into the campus mansion of the
University of Calitornia at Berkeley
chancellor, authorities said.
The intruder WAS identified as 20 -yearold Rosebud Abigail Denim), said UC
spokeswoman Gretchen Kell. 1)enovo WAS a
Berkeley activist and was arrested last
August after police found at a hillside
campsite a cache of expliisives, a typewritten list of university employees and a
marked nuiptilcampus.Kell said.
s NOR II.UR 1 ADo
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Freshman art major Tsuyoshi Arakaki and sophomore biology major Andrew Nguyen dodge traffic while crossing the now -open San Carlos Street.

San Carlos: Final fight yet to come
Lunn /to I
year. said Beth Beres.
Although the Limy, ,ity Police
tepartment has chosen to remain neutral on the issue, UPI) spokesman Lt.
Bruce Lowe said there have been acci dents on the road in the past.
"Over the last few years there have
been a number of accidents involving
pedestrians on San Carlos and 10th and
the unersectiolon Ninth," Lowe said.
The Campus Colnitiunity Associa
trott. made up of al I ittieowners,

is charged with studying the closure’s
effects on traffic and parking, urban
design in downtown San Jose, ;Ind land
use and housing. The task force is made
up of SISU faculty and staff, members of
the Campus Conununity Association,
and area business owners.
The task force’s final report, including a recommendation to the City
Council, will be issued following a community meeting lobe held ept. 30 in
the Engineeritig Auditonum.
A its tr stip dation made by the City
.
I

remain open to traffic. However, students who commute and restaurant
proprietors who claim that reduced
auto traffic on San Carlos Street is bad
for business are opposed to the closure.
"Business is back to iiomial now. It
was way, way down when the street was
closed," said Toni Hain, manager of
the McDonald’s on San Carlos and
Third streets.
The City council ordered a live month trial closure that ended Ione I.
I
, -1, e.
The Campus Elm!

Sorority Rush

form capital improvements on the
street. Proposition 153, a bond measure
which passed in June, has provided $3.5
million for landscaping on Severn ti,
Ninth and San Carlos streets.
However, if the city decides agaiiist is
ing San Carlos, the money allocated tor
landscaping the street will have to be
returned to the state, according to SJ SU
Interim Executive Vice President Dean Batt
Santa Clara County Transit Imes 73
and 72, rerouted ttar the trial closure, will
continue on San Fernando Street pend
my, die turd de- .

Membership Recruitment

BY AtitiS FABIAN
triwiao ridy

Wied

The Associated Students Program
Board is currently seeking applicants for
performing arts director and publicity
director, according to Beth Lemke,
interim publicity director.
The performing arts director will,
accordnig to Lemke, "choose, negotiate,
direct and promote dance, performmce, theater, workshops ... work with
agents, performers and theater arts
department."
Lemke slid the publicity direc tor is
one of the most challenging positiot is
on the ASPB. The director should
develop public relaborts and promotion
strategies by working with Bay Area
media and by marketimig ASI’ll tospon
vs and benefactors.
Past events, according to Lemke,
include 1.12. KRS- 1 and Wynton
Marsalis. To apply for either position.
cill ASPIt secretary Ktmi Capps at 9246260 or ASPB Executive Director Patti
Ealley at 921 6.139.
I me ot the on -going ASP B events
include the Wednesday Nite Cinema
series. Ana mg the movies that will be
shown in the Fall semester, according to

Lemke. are "Basic Instint
9,
"Incident at Oglala" on Oct. 8 and
"Boomerang" on Nov. 4. All films are
shown at 6 p.m. and 9 p.m., and admission is $230, Lemke said.
The ASPB, according to its mission
statement, is comnutted to "entertain,
educate and enhance tlw campus community through diverse cultural pro-

Ill
Approximately 20 VOLUNTEERS are needed to axsisi iii les’ me the
efficiency of air filtration in an expenmental hit >habitat. beg moult!
September II, 1092 through Ocioner 31, 1992 tor IN tests. V0111114%1.
will Itc sett., ied for their ability to sense/smell a series of odor standards.
Selected participants will receive $15.00 for each test successfully
completed, and a bonus of $5.00 per test 11 a subject completes ALL
IX tests. Questions can be directed to 11111 Ili IsS4111 00 924-4853 or Dr.

Ruch said they keep coil ling. despite
tuition increases forced by the Measure
5 property tax limit approved by Ori
gist voters in 1990.

"Californians know about Ballot
Measure S. but they see it as being their
Proposition 13. They say, ’Yes, we did
that several years ago,- Buch said.
"But then they go on to talk about the
state’s budget priiblems: ’We’re overrun
with people -- its no longer happening at a
humane scale. It’s no longer a good environinent to study and live ’there’ &Off!
WM It, be any solution

Friday, August 26Tuesday, September 1

4
iii.,’

FREE STUDENT
CHECKING
Free G.W. Pens when
you open an account.
Visit Great Western
on campus August 26September 1 in front of
the Student Union or
come by our office.

NASA STUDY

’1

Orientation is Friday, August 28
at noon in the UMLIIIIIUM Room,
Student Union

.

Sorority Rush Parties are
Friday thru Tuesday

r

I

Call 924-5964 for more
ill format ion
I

;

N. Market Street
554-7127

Ilk’. Holley Or. i /2.1

There will be a GENERAL INFORMATION
MEETING on FRIDAY, AUGUST 28, 1992 in
DUNCAN HALL room 250 00 1439 to discuss the
test and necessary requirements. There will al
hi’
preli lll Mary odor screening. PLEASE con... I I’ll
Erickson or Jim Carroll 0.0 924-4853 if you plan it) attend.
II’ unable to contact liS, walk -in candidates are welcome

Students flee
California
budget crisis
FlU ;LNu.. or,. (AP)
An Imre
mg number 4 Calitorma students .11 r
liee’iiig ti, .1,11.111% in their state college
system. but ’sting attenthuice at the UMVersity of ()noir
Last week, about Ino people toured
the campus at a lime when guides say
tours usually number only about 15 to
20 ptxtple. Most oi the gn Rip came boils
California, said Jen Ellison, a student
guide.
"We liatt to call other guides in," stud
Ellison, a senior t rom
WAAL
Numbers from the university’s
admissions office for 1992 suggest that
Californians are applying to Oregon in
greater !authors thin ever before.
’Elw 1,937 Ialit rnians who applied
for admission as freshmen tor the tall
1992 term, which starts next month,
represent a 33 percent increase over the
number who applied last tall, admis
slims director lint Buch said. Last year,
tour out of every 10 students were from

puns."
"The idea is to change direction to
have more interactive, festive event,
than last semester, Lemke said. She
hopes to create events based on the
theme of the movies. As an example she
cited "Delicatessen," to be shown Sept.
24.

0.1

Register at the Student Activities
Office or at the tables in front of
the Student Union

A.S. Program Board plans ahead,
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World Events

SPARTAN DAILY

0 Top story: Coastal Cajuns board up
and move out as the storm moves in
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - Coastal residents
roused by scenes of destruction in Florida boarded up and bugged out Tuesday as Hurricane
Andrew, already labeled the costliest in U.S. history, closed in on the Louisiana coast.
The storm, blamed for the deaths of at least 15
people in Florida and the Bahamas, was estimated to have caused $15 billion to $20 billion in
damages in south Florida. If those preliminary
figures hold up, it would be by far the most
expensive natural disaster ever in the United
States.

If her figures are borne out. Andrew will have
been responsible for more than double the
destruction of Hurricane Hugo, which had been
the costliest hurricane in this country.
Gov. Lawton Chiles reported 12 deaths in
Florida, and officials said they thought the toll
could rise.
"They are still finding bodies. Some bodies
are caught in the wreckage and they have had to
be left for the time being," said Jay Eaker, a
spokesman for the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
There also were three confirmed deaths in the
Bahamas, where Andrew passed through Sunday.
Dade County, which includes Miami, was
under a dusk-to-dawn curfew, and about 2,200
National Guardsmen took up positions to stop
scattered looting. Police made at least 35 arrests
Monday.
President Bush toured damaged areas in a
Steve Bierhorst
Civil Dame Director police Jeep on Monday and pledged $50 million
in federal disaster aid.
After raking southern Florida, Andrew
turned slightly north, but not as sharply as New
Orleans feared. Hurricane warnings were
After roaring across the Gulf of Mexico. extended west into Texas, but the storm
Andrew had been expected to move ashore again appeared headed for the middle of the Louisiana
sometime around midnight Tuesday, the coast.
National Hurricane Center said. It was expected
"A couple degrees farther north and this
to spare New Orleans its full fury, striking farther would be the absolute worst nightmare for New
west in the low-lying Cajun country.
Orleans," forecaster Max Mayfield said.
Buoys near the mouth of the Mississippi River
Sandbag walls were erected around the South
recorded gale -force winds before noon as Central Bell telephone building in New Orleans
Andrew swirled toward land. Flooding was and French Quarter bars boarded up. Floodgates
feared as forecasters said the storm could turn were closed in the complicated system of levees
parallel to the coast and slow, pummeling a wide that protect the city, and the Orleans Levee Disswath with heavy rain.
trict said it had run out of sandbags for the pub"People are getting the idea this is serious lic.
now," said Steve Bierhorst, civil defense director
The city, surrounded by water and built
for the town of Patterson, a coastal community below sea level, for years has feared that a hurriunder mandatory evacuation.
cane could bury neighborhoods under up to 8
Gov. Edwin Edwards declared a state of feet of water.
emergency for all of Louisiana. More than 2 mil"We feel much better today than we did last
lion people in Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas night," said Mayor Sidney Barthelemy. "We’re
were asked or told to leave their coastal homes.
still going to get a lot of rain. We’re still going to
Traffic heading north from the Cajun coast- get high water and we’re still going to get a lot of
land was bumper to bumper for as far as the eye wind. We’re not out of the woods."
could see on U.S. 90 - more than 31/2 miles at
Farmers along the coast already began estione bend.
mating losses as Andrew was sure to uproot the
The evacuation orders carried added weight green, luxurious stalks of sugar cane 12 to 15 feet
because most people had seen pictures of the high. Cane is harvested in late fall.
"We will probably lose 40 to 50 percent of our
destruction in Florida, where parts of southern
Dade County, below Miami, were left in wins.
crop." said Kerry Hebert, who farms 600 acres
The storm, packing sustained winds of 140 near Delcarnbre. "We’re just financially getting
mph and gusts over 160 mph, hit the southern over the bad freeze we had two years ago. I’m a
tip of Florida on Monday, tearing up trees, peel- third -generation cane farmer. It looks like it’s
ing away roofs, flattening walls and leaving going to stop with me."
behind a tangled mess of mangled debris. HomeAt 2 p.m. EDT, the eye of the storm was 150
stead Air Force base was among the most badly miles south of New Orleans, heading west-northdamaged places - military officials said it was west at 17 mph. Andrew still packed 140 mph
nearly a total loss.
winds and dense rainfall. A storm surge of 10 to
Among other losses, two F-16 fighter jets
15 feet was possible near the eye, and hurricaneworth $14 million each were destroyed, Penta- force winds extended 70 miles.
gon spokesman Bob Hall said. About 70 other FThe hurricane warning was posted along 470
16s had been flown out before the storm, but the miles of coast from Pascagoula, Miss., to near
two wrecked planes were being repaired at the Galveston, Texas.
The Coast Guard in New Orleans said it
time and couldn’t be flown.
moved boats and planes inland and established a
13ade County emergency management director Kate Hale said her preliminary estimate of backup center in Corpus Christi, Texas, outside
damage in south Florida was $15 billion to $20 the warning area. Oil rigs in the Gulf of Mexico
billion, and at least 50,000 people were left home- also were evacuated.
Elections were called off along the three.
less.

"People are getting the
idea that this is serious
now

county Mississippi coast. Summer school sessions were canceled, and gambling ships were
moved from the Gulf of Mexico to harbors and
inland canals.
"If it goes where we think it is, then we’ll have
a nice prayer breakfast in the morning and thank
the Lord," said Wade Guice, the civil defence
director of Harrison County, Miss.
Hotels inland as far as Jackson, Miss., and the
Arkansas border reported a booming business
from evacuees.
"We saw the destruction in Miami, and while
we love our home, safe is more important,"
Marti Long, of the New Orleans suburb of Kenner, said as her husband, Bart, walked their dogs
outside a Waffle House in Hattiesburg, Miss.
The storm was the same intensity as Hurricane Hugo, which left 85 people dead and $7.9
billion in damage -$5.9 billion of it in the United States - as it swept through the Caribbean
and into the Carolinas in 1989. The California
earthquake that year also caused an estimated
$5.9 billion in damage.

@ CIA defector
leaves Sweden
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) - Former
CIA officer Edward Lee Howard, who defected
to the Soviet Union after allegedly ruining the
CIA’s Moscow operation, was released from
Swedish detention and left the country Tuesday.
Neither the Security Police nor Howard’s
attorney, who accompanied him from Kronoberg Prison to Stockholm’s international airport, would say to which country he flew.
But his departure was announced shortly
after a Russian intelligence official was quoted as
saying Howard would be welcome to return to
Moscow any time, and would be given housing
and a job.
And Howard’s attorney, Jan -Henrik Norden,
told The Associated Press that his client was
happy with the outcome of negotiations, an indication that Howard was headed to a country
where he feels safe from extradition.
Swedish police dropped espionage charges
against Howard on Monday, but authorities had
been holding him while it was decided whether
to give him a new residency permit. He was
detained last week because his permit had
expired.
Howard, 40, is wanted in the United States on
charges of selling American secrets to the Soviet
Union after he was fired by the CIA in 1983. He
eluded FBI surveillance in New Mexico, fled the
country in 1985 and defected to the Soviet Union
in 1986.
He could not be extradited to the United
States because neutral Sweden considers espionage a political crime. If Howard returned to
Russia he may be out of the reach of the U.S. Justice Department.
Howard has said in press interviews that he
never worked for the KGB, and he denied allegations by U.S. officials that information he allegedly gave the Soviet secret police led to the death of
a Soviet citizen and the colLipse of the CIA’s espionage operation in MOSCONI.
The Russian news agency ITAR-Tass today
quoted Yuh Kobaladze, chief of Russia’s Foreign
Intelligence Service press bureau, as saying that
Howard could return to Moscow any time.
The news agency said that Howard "for many
years cooperated with the Soviet intelligence ser-
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was among five countries abstaining in the General Assembly vote.
The diplomatic source, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said the change in military
plans by the United States, Britain and France
was made because some of the allies fear "another Vietnam," or direct fighting in a lengthy
ground war.
The allies would contribute troops, and possibly air and naval support, to United Nations
peacekeepers who have been accompanying
shipments of food and medicine to victims of the
fighting in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
In addition, the allies would provide technical
assistance in clearing land mines and rebuilding
roads and bridges essential for opening new relief
routes before winter, when the humanitarian aid
will be even more crucial.
The exact conditions of the allied involvement are lobe discussed in London, where a
peace conference on Yugoslavia is to start
Wednesday. Expanding the mandate of U.N.
peacekeepers in Bosnia-Herzegovina would also
require a new Security Council resolution, the
source said. The council has already authorized
the use of force to ensure deliveries of food and
medicine.

vice."
Norden said Howard had agreed to withdraw
his application for permanent residence in Sweden in an agreement with the Department of
Culture, which handles immigration.
After the collapse of the Soviet Union and the
arrest of his chief KGB patron last year, Howard
came to Sweden and was granted a temporary
residence permit. He set up a business consultancy to arrange trade deals between Swedes and
Russians and brought his wife and 9 -year -old
son from the American state of Minnesota to live
with him.
He had said in an interview with the Swedish
newspaper Eicpressen on Monday that the major
drawback in returning to Russia would be that
his wife and son did not want to live there.
Howard was fired from the CIA in 1983 after
he had been trained for an assignment at the U.S.
Embassy in Moscow. He defected to the Soviet
Union in 1986,a year after fleeing.
He said he never worked for the KGB, and he
denied allegations by U.S. officials that information he allegedly gave the Soviet secret police led
to the death of a Soviet citizen and the collapse of
the CIA’s espionage operation in Moscow.

43 Allies shift gears,
plan troops for
U.N. support force

o Iraq swaps its

UNITED NATIONS (AP) - The United
States, Britain and France, fearing they could get
bogged down in a protracted war, have decided
to limit their military involvement in BosniaHerzegovina to beefing up U.N. convoys, a
diplomatic source said Tuesday.
The allies had been considering a parallel military operation that would have been coordinated with the United Nations but not under its
command or direct control. Now, the source
said, the allies plan a force "tied firmly in to the
UN."
Also Tuesday. the 179 -nation General
Assembly voted 136- 1 to approve a resolution
that urges using force not only to guard humanitarian shipments, but to end the fighting outright.
The resolution was introduced by Turkey on
behalf of the Organization of the Islamic Conference; Yugoslavia was the only dissenter.
But the Security Council, which takes up the
matter next, is unlikely to go beyond its resolution authorizing force for humanitarian shipments. Russia, which had wanted to include a
reference to Croatian military moves in Bosnia,
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gold for treasure
of a different kind
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) - Saddam Hussein
is using Iraq’s large reserves of gold to pay for
imports of Australian wheat, a leading Arabic
newspaper has reported.
The London -based Al-Hayat newspaper said
Sunday that Iraq spent $135 million worth of
gold to pay for nearly one million tons of wheat it
bought from Australia over the past 18 months.
Al-Hayat, which was available in Nicosia on
Monday, quoted the head of the Australian
Grain Board as saying Iraq could not pay cash so
the board accepted the gold at the market pnce.
The Australian confirmation was the first by a
foreign official that Iraq is paying for its overseas
purchases in gold, the newspaper said.
The United Nations imposed economic sanctions on Iraq following its invasion of Kuwait in
August 1990, but the embargo exempts food.
medicine and other humanitarian goods.
The sanctions bar Iraq from using its estimated $4 billion in assets abroad, mainly in the United States and Europe.
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ADD/DROP

LATE REGISTRATION HIGHLIGHTS

NEW CLASS SECTIONS
HAVE BEEN ADDED
Schedules that list new classes and all open sections are available from:
ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS (Wahlquist tent)
DEPARTMENT OFFICES
COUNSELING CENTER
We will also have people available throughout the Add/Drop period to
help you find open sections on line through the computer. Stop by the
Assessment Center or the Counseling Center for help.

CHECK YOUR SCHEDULE THROUGH TOUCH-SJSU
ENROLLMENT VERIFICATIONS WILL NOT BE MAILED
Due to budget restrictions, we are not able to mail verifications of enrollment. Touch-SJSU will
be available through September 30 for you to verify your classes. Use either code #5 for a full
list or code #6 for a short list of classes. Touch-SJSU will be available from 7:00A-7:00P,
Monday through Friday. If you have problems, check with Admissions and Records.

NEW OFFICE HOURS FOR
ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS
CASHIERING SERVICES
FINANCIAL AID
This year, all of the offices in Wahlquist that serve students will be keeping the same hours.
They are:
ADD/DROP - LATE REGISTRATION PERIOD
August 26 - September 18
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday.
Wednesday:
Thursday, September 10.
Thursday, September 17.

9.00A
9-00A
9.00A
9.00A

-

5:00P
6:30P
6:30P
6:30P

REMAINDER OF TERM
September 21 - December 11
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday:
Wednesday.

10:00A - 4:00P
10:00A - 6:30P

